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FROM THE EDITOR
The magical month of December is
here, Christmas is in the air, the winter
solstice is around the corner, and
2017 is nearly history. What personal
transformations have occurred this
year, and what lies in wait for the year
ahead?
The more we tune into our emotions,
the clearer our perspective will be.
Taylor Swift, an iconic entertainment
“mogul” has successfully won the
hearts of her fans with her clean-cut,
professional image she engages with
you on a deep emotional level. As
she turns 28 this month, ten years
ago, referring to Taylor Swift as an
entertainment mogul would have
been nonsense. We applaud Taylor
for her success and trophy case of
awards, but how has she become so
successful? Is it luck, being in the right
place at time? For answers we explore
the astrological symbols behind this
powerful young woman.
Continuing our celebration of
Christmas, it is a time for joy and
togetherness, but it can also be
stressful. Using your crystals as insight
can be just the thing for the holiday
season. Our psychic reader Chrissie
explains how these can affect our
moods and emotions.
It’s a wonderful time of year in so
many ways—including psychic and
spiritual inspiration. We extend our
very best wishes to you and yours for
a happy Christmas, and are grateful to
you for making us the most respected
psychic reading service in the US.
Love
Lauren x

and

Light

Always,

When did you first discover you
were psychic?
As a young child my Grandmother would
visit for long periods of time as she lived
in the far North of England and our family
lived in the South. My Grandmother was
a medium, psychic, herbalist and tarot
card reader. We would spend evenings
with her doing readings and so this was
the norm for me.
When I turned 11 years of age my
Grandmother gave a pack of tarot cards
to me. I discussed with her how I picked
up on others feelings. I sometimes
could smell perfumes or cooking not
familiar in our house I could see light
around people animals and objects. It
became apparent that I to had psychic
abilities. When I was 15 yrs. Old my
Grandmother died and so I put that
spiritual part of me to one side It didn’t
last long, my dreams became very
intense and graphic and I knew it was
a message that I needed to develop my
gifts further . I attended psychic circles,
workshops and retreats trained as a
healer and a counselor.

What are your talents and what
do they mean?
Psychic is the ability to read. I am
therefore a psychic but have a set of
tools which I learnt to use and developed
just as a Skilled Seamstress for example
who needs her set of tools to develop
her skill. My tools are clairaudience,
clairvoyant and clairsentient. I do use
tarot cards but only as a tool to link with
my guides. I further receive messages
from departed nearest and dearest so
also work as a medium. When I read
it is like all my senses come together,
operating on a different frequency
connecting with a higher source. Like a
radio I have to tune in. You can also be
psychic but not necessarily a medium.

As a counselor this underpins the
ethical side of working alongside clients
and has served me well.

Can you tell us one remarkable
story?
I spoke to a young lady who said
she was feeling despondent regards
relationships as she had previously had
a bad experience. I began to describe a
young man to her. I told her he wore his
grandfather’s watch, he is medium height
but well-built as he regularly attends
a gym. I said she would meet him at a
night out in local night club very soon.
I also told her he wears boat shaped
shoes which you won’t like and has a
funny dance and the relationship would
become serious. She phoned me again a
few weeks later. She felt it all sounded
a bit far-fetched at the time but she
had met this young man and said how I
described him was correct but he came
across as arrogant and not for her. She
phoned me a few months later to say she
kept bumping into this young man and
changed her opinion of him when they
went for a coffee. They started seeing
each other she is moving in with him. I
have now heard they are married.

Why do you enjoy working for
Clear Psychics?
I have always been a people’s person
working in the mental health arena for
many years. Taking early retirement was
great as I could start to use my psychic
ability full time which is my love and
passion. Working for Clear Psychics
is great. I get to talk to people from
different countries and I am able to
offer guidance and support using a gift
to those that need a helping hand. I feel
Clear Psychics is a sound professional
business with a good ethical approach
to psychic work. I love being part of the
team who genuinely care.

Taylor
Swift

T

he word ‘mogul’ is reserved for someone who
demonstrates a special degree of influence, a
significant impact on the world, and a serious
talent for the business side of things. There’s also
an element of luck involved. Being in the right place at the
right time, in addition to having an ironclad work ethic these are recurring themes in the life stories of important
people.
Ten years ago, referring to Taylor Swift as an entertainment
mogul would have been nonsense. Today, very few people will
argue that point. This young woman has a trophy case full
of awards, an army of adoring fans, and a net worth of US
$280m. She’s also a regular fixture on Time magazine’s annual
list of the world’s most influential people. And she turns 28
this month.
How does this happen in the real world? What spiritual and
psychological factors combine to propel someone this far,
this fast? Let’s take a look at Taylor’s astrological chart and
search for clues.
Born on the 13th of December in 1989, Taylor Swift is a
Sagittarius in the Chinese Year of the Snake. Here we see the
signposts of an inspired and ambitious soul (Sagittarius) who
also has a shrewd and calculating nature (Snake). The symbol
of Sagittarius is an archer aiming for the stars, and natives
are known for setting their sights high. The main caveat for
this sign is its mutable nature, which can give natives trouble
following through on commitments. Being born in the Year of
the Snake, however, is an excellent way to pick up the slack.
Considered one of the luckiest and most intuitive signs of the
Chinese zodiac, Snakes follow their own inner voice and are
known for excellent judgment in social and business matters.
They can also be reticent creatures who are good at charming
people, yet know very well when staying quiet is more
advantageous. If you’ve paid attention to Taylor’s coverage
in the media, you’ve seen these skills in action. Starting with
the infamous Kanye West incident, she has demonstrated a

keen ability to manage her public image and steer clear of
comments that would come back to bite her.
Moving around the zodiac, we find the highly energetic force
of Mars in Taylor’s 11th house, under the sign of Scorpio.
This gives her power and charm in social settings, but also
makes her somewhat prone to feuds and controversy. Again,
her Snake nature is one of the most important mitigating
circumstances here, and has allowed her (thus far) to
maintain a very clean image overall. Another person with Mars
in Scorpio would not might not have taken that infamous
stage invasion so graciously.
Venus in 2nd house Aquarius enhances Taylor Swift’s
beauty (especially in front of a crowd) and also gives her a
materialistic streak. You could say that her self-image and
beauty is nourished by public adoration. The Capricorn
ascendant gives her an ambitious but also grounded quality,
and three planets in that sign - Mercury, Neptune and Saturn
- give her a very strong energy around money and financial
deals. Indeed, even those in the music industry who don’t love
her music still respect Taylor’s financial savvy, and her overall
talent as a businesswoman.
Moon conjunct Jupiter in the 7th house gives Taylor an
expansive emotional reach with crowds. And what does her
chart say about those legions of fans who love her so much?
The moon-Jupiter conjunction in Cancer gives Taylor a
potent combination of sensitive and strong that hits home
with many. She’s able to engage you on a deep emotional level
while maintaining a clean-cut, professional image. People find
it easy to cheer for Taylor, and they can sense that she is a
very strong and creative soul, who in the space of a few years
has used her intelligence, charm, talent and business savvy all together — to become a true mogul of the industry. This
sense of strength and accomplishment combines beautifully
with her sensitive Sagittarius energy… not to mention her
beautiful voice.

December
Horoscopes

For more astrology, psychic stories, Chinese horoscopes & more, visit us online.

Aries

21 March - 20 April
Communications are going to be at a premium this month,
but it’s not just because Mercury goes into retrograde on the
3rd. The Full Moon of the same day is squaring with Neptune,
and in fact, along with the Sun, Venus and Mercury also clash
with the planet of dreams. To ensure your festivities run
smoothly, make sure everybody is on the same page as far as
arrangements are concerned.

Taurus
21 April - 21 May

Group situations will need some care in December. It may
not be that anyone is being deliberately tricky or difficult,
but the potential for crossed wires is certainly strong. You
may also want to be cautious around your expenditure.
Saturn is combining with Mercury and joint finances will need
particular attention. However, your relationship sector is so
very positive as the year ends.

Gemini
22 May - 21 June

Saturn has certainly taught you some very harsh lessons as
far as relationships are concerned over the last two and a half
years. In the first week of this month, you can use all you have
learnt to good effect, and then celebrate when he moves out
of this area on the 20th. If you’re traveling over the Christmas
holiday, do double check arrangements, flights, ports, traffic
and roads Gemini.

Cancer
22 June - 23 July

A challenging Full Moon and Mercury going into retrograde
on the 3rd, ask you to micromanage all the nitty-gritty details
in this busiest of all months. It’s also going to be important
to double check any information that you’re given. Someone
may tell you something that actually is not quite true. Take
particular care when posting parcels and cards. The more
time you allow, the better.

Leo

24 July - 23 August
‘Tis the month to be merry, and with such a rich selection of
influences in your sector of playfulness and enjoyment, what’s
not to like? The reality however, is that different people will
want different things, and Neptune can make it rather tricky
to tie down exactly what. Still, with Saturn relocating, you
can turn your mind more to making sure all the nitty-gritty
elements of Yule work well.

Virgo

24 August - 23 September
Your home and emotional life received particular planetary
influence this month, but with Mercury twisting backwards
in this sector too, the suggestion is that the potential for
communicational issues to go awry is heightened. This is
especially so because of the role of Neptune which can create
a degree of confusion and misunderstanding. Pleasingly,
glitches will clear by Christmas.

www.clearpsychics.com

Libra

24 September - 23 October
In the first week of this month what you say is going to be
very much what you mean. Yet despite this, you could find
yourself feeling a little bit compromised between your sense
of duty and what you’d really like to do for yourself. With
Saturn moving into your home and family sector on the 20th,
the next two years or more can be a time when big changes
occur around where you live.

Scorpio

24 October - 22 November
Your traditional ruler Mars, powers into your zodiac sign on
the 9th. This is something to truly celebrate and is going to
give you a much welcomed lift of energy and drive. And its
combination with Jupiter in the last days of the month, can
see you getting your plans in place for 2018 with a real sense
of excitement and possibility. Also, your sense of self and
confidence can soar Scorpio.

Sagittarius

23 November - 21 December
With Mercury combining with Saturn in week one, you
will be capable of real concentration. Or will you? For with
Neptune clashing with the Sun in your sign, someone close to
you could pour cold water on some of your aspirations and
ideas. Some of what you learn this month may not be from a
particularly social context, but your inner understanding and
knowledge can surge.

Capricorn

22 December - 20 January
Festive greetings Capricorn! And the most important news I
can tell you, is that your ruler Saturn returns to your sign for
the first time in twenty seven years. The next two years or
more are going to be really exciting for you, a period when
you can focus on what’s truly important. Expect to play a
leading role also in any group activities. New Year’s Eve can
turn out to be particularly jolly.

Aquarius

21 January - 19 February
The festivities give us a wonderful opportunity to spend time
with the people who are really important to us, and there are
going to be plenty of opportunities to be playful and link up
with your most sociable companions. However, your body
is going to be particularly sensitive, so early nights need to
be blended in with late ones. You can find yourself really
ambitious as 2017 ends.

Pisces

20 February - 20 March
A major breakthrough is possible around your career in the
early part of this month, but someone influential may still
scrutinize the seriousness of your ideas, so try to be as factual
as possible. If you’re fortunate enough to be traveling over
the festivities, you can have an extremely positive time. And
whether it is visiting relatives or taking in winter sun or snow,
you can embrace it all with relish

Christmas Crystals
by psychic Chrissie

Crystals have become more and more popular in recent
years. Most people today are aware that individual crystals
have special meanings and can affect us in so many different
ways. Their use in jewelry can affect our moods and emotions,
and by surrounding ourselves with their essence and having
them in our lives, we interact with their powers — and they
with ours. One method of creating a good environment, as
well as making a pretty display, is to make a small collection of
crystals that hold a special meaning to you. Then you will be
able to feel the collected power of each of them.
This holiday season, you might wonder: What gemstones and
crystals might be nice to have around during CHRISTMAS?
Here are some to consider!
All of them can help enhance your everyday life. Just looking
at them, and/or holding them, allows you to feel their power
individually as well as collectively. Christmas is the best time
to call on the healing power of the crystals for helping to
heal the rifts that sometimes can occur between friends and
family throughout the year. So if you haven’t noticed the
healing power of crystals before, maybe give the idea a go?

Carnelian – red – courage and confidence
Hematite – black – almost metallic in appearance
Ruby – red – courage and loyalty
Iolite – deep blue/violet – also known as Water Sapphire
Sodalite – blue – insight and intuition
Tanzanite – blue/violet – mind and heart
Morganite – pink – love and emotions
Agate – range of colors – balance and strength

MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!!!!
Sunstone – orange through to brown – happiness

The Psychic Side
of Christmas

N

obody can deny the importance of Christ’s birth
in the spiritual history of the world. But what is
not known to the surprise of many is the exact
date his birth took place, or even the time of year.
So why do we celebrate the birth of Christ on 25 December?
Are there deeper, psychic reasons why this date is associated
with the appearance of divinity on earth?
First, let’s look at what ancient cultures thought of this date.
In Babylon, 25 December was recognized as the birthday
of the Queen of Heavens so in other words, the Prince of
Heaven. In Egypt, 25 December was hailed as the birthday
of Isis’ son. In ancient Arabia, the moon herself was born on
24 December.
Ancient Slavic peoples had their own interpretation. The
observance of Velja Noc or Great Night, which took place
in late December, was a commemoration of Veles, the god
of the underworld. Veles was known especially for sending
spirits to the world of the living as his messengers. Sound
familiar?
We can also add the ancient Romans to the list. Their
festival, widely considered one of the main influences on
modern day Christmas, was called Saturnalia. It took place
on 21 December, was celebrated in honor of the god Saturn.

There were banquets, gifts, and loud parties. Incidentally,
this is the day the sun moves into the constellation of
Capricorn, which is ruled by Saturn!
So where does the Christian tradition come in? It was
the middle of the 4th century when Christ’s birth began
its association with this mysterious, widely recognized
date. There are many theories about why 25 December
was chosen, but were not here to join that debate. What
interests us is the universal spiritual symbol that this time
of year represents not only for ancient cultures, but for one
of the most widely practiced religions of the modern age.
The common thread is plain to see. In late December, even
though its barely perceptible, the days begin to grow longer.
The scales tip toward the power of light. This birth of light
is naturally associated with the birth of divine personages
and the honoring of spiritual forces. It’s a moment where
spiritual energies and natural rhythms are perfectly aligned,
and it touches something deep in the core of our beings.
Christmas is truly a special time not only because of the rich
religious and pagan traditions associated with it, but because
of our profound, intuitive recognition of the presence of
spirit on Earth.
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